Press release
Paris, April 26th, 2018

Sfpi Group presents its annual results and reaffirms its
strategic ambitions
Sfpi Group presented Wednesday, April 25 in Paris its annual results 2017.
Sfpi Group, specialized in the safety industry for people, goods and environment, announced sales of €
504.5 million at December 31st, 2017, up 6.1% from 2016, accelerating in the second half. According to
Henri Morel, CEO and Founder: "These results demonstrate the success of the operations carried out,
the successful integration of acquired companies and our ability to benefit from the European recovery,
for all of our operating divisions. These factors reinforce Sfpi Group's already strong financial health and
validate its development model.”
At the occasion of this presentation, Sfpi Group also reaffirmed its strategic ambitions: continued
controlled growth in its historical markets (building and industry), international acceleration, promotion
of industrial responsibility, deepening digitalisation. "We remain faithful to our proven model: organic
growth supported by the recovery and development of industrial companies. It is this model that we
affirm today at the international level, while remaining focused on our markets: building security and
convenience, air treatment and energy saving." says Henri Morel.
This presentation finally revealed the new corporate identity of the group. It aims to report on the
international focus of Sfpi Group, expressed by its new signature, Safety for People and Industry. For
Damien Chauveinc, Deputy Chief Executive Officer: "This identity will support Sfpi Group's international
activities and underline its value proposition."
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About Sfpi Group
SFPI Group (Safety for People and Industry) was founded in France in 1985. Today, it constitutes a group
of companies specialized in the safety industry for people, goods and environment. They’re united
within 4 autonomous, innovative and digitalized operating divisions: DOM Security, MAC, MMD, NEU.
SFPI Group generates a turnover of more than 500 million Euros, employs 3800 people and delivers
solutions such as buildings security and convenience, air-treatment and energy saving, both for
industrial and private markets. Industrial, responsible and European with global ambitions, SFPI Group
is pursuing its international expansion.s
Complete financial presentation on finance.groupe-sfpi.com
Logo HD and pictures available here.
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